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   SMS  Sadikoglu is is well known producer of Excavator
mounted Side grip and EMV vibratory pile drivers

We have many years of experience in all areas of 
manufacturing reliable hydraulic vibratory hammers and side
grip pile drivers. 

Our factory is located in Kocaeli/Turkey and we supply our
vibratory pile drivers to all over the world. 

SMS pile drivers are excavator-mounted, high frequency, 
vibratory-type pile drivers – for handling, pitching, driving, 
and extracting the different types of piles in a wide range of 
site and soil conditions.

VIBRATORY PILE DRIVERS



SIDE GRIP PILE DRIVERS

Easy to match with excavator, simply take off the bucket and install the hammer, connect 
the pipeline, then it can work.. 

360° rotation, +-30° tilt, 3-axis action, drive the piles precisely, no need extra ground 
worker to guide the piling. Clamp the piles from the side, no lifting height limit, no need to 
prolong the boom to drive long piles, excellent for confined working space. Clamp the 
piles from the side, no lifting height limit, no need to prolong the boom to drive long piles, 
excellent for confined working space.

The top grip vibratory hammer clamps the pile from upper end, and the bottom is 
shaking all the time. By contrast the side grip clamps the pile from the side, no need to 
bind and lock the pile for stability.

Advanced design with circulating cooling, no high temperature troubles. Adapts 
international famous brand components to ensure good performance and long life-time , 
such as bearing , vibration motor, and valves are most well known and reliable ones.

Side Grip pile driver is designed to overcome obstacles such as low overhead clearance 
and narrow passageways, as well as eliminate the need for peripheral equipment to be 
used in the piling operation.



SGL series sidegrip pile drivers are designed to drive
sheet piles and H-beams only. It has a fixed sheet
piling clamp on and can drive sheet piles and H-
beams in various ranges easily.

SMS PARS SGL 30

SMS PARS SGL 40

SMS PARS SGL 60

SMS PARS SGL 80

SMS PARS SGL 100
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SIDE GRIP SHEET PILE DRIVERS



SMS PARS SGL 40
PARS SGL  40

Eccentric Moment (Kgm) 4

Centrifugal Force (kN) 370

Speed (d/d) 2800

Max. Pulling Force (kN) 120

Max. Pushing Force (kN) 80

Total Weight (kg) 1850

Total Lenght (mm) 1200

Total Width (mm) 1100

Total Height (mm) 2250

Flow (Lt/min) 170

Working Pressure (bar) 300

Power (kW) 85,0

Hydromotor F12-30 x 2 pieces

Oil Pump +

Number of Cylinders 3

Rotation-Swing Angles(°) 360-30

Suitable Excavator class 20 -28 tons

Changeable Jaw system NO / Suitable to drive only sheet piles

Sheet Piles 400 -1200
8   meter length 2250 Kg

12 meter length 1650 Kg

16 meter length 1200 Kg

H Beams H100-H400




